There are many ways to introduce a man. Yet to introduce Jacques Martin as just a man is both incomplete and inaccurate:
and reason in the collapse of metaphysics. As Martin the schizophrenic, Martin is the embodiment of that breakdown; from his inability to produce coherent thought to his inability to distinguish rationality from the mad voices in his head. Sharing these mad voices, Louis Althusser introduces Martin as this symbol, this absence and this schizophrenic in a retelling of his own autobiography, in which he takes on memories of Martin's childhood, his sexuality and his purported illness as his own.' Therefore without recourse to proper introduction, in what follows I will nonetheless introduce an important figure in Foucault's critique of Kant's theory of work, an important influence on Louis Althusser's road to Marxism' and an absence in the collaboration of three men whose presence attempted to recreate something analogous to that which Martin, in the annihilation of his work and the demolition of himself in suicide, both created and destroyed.
Jacques Martin:
Jacques Martin: to single out his name in print is to give deceptive clarity and singularity to a figure seen only through the lens upon lens of others. Cited in the works of Louis Althusser and silently influencing Foucault's writings on reason and madness, the varying views that create what we know of Martin are a multiplicity of stilted narratives known to posterity only through silent and written dedications in footnotes, in application forms and in story telling of the sort herein. As in the writing of any story, sacrifices are made for what we consider clarity, continuity and readability. While this is a story of Martin, it is also of a story of those sacrifices and those processes of subject making which require decisions, additions and primarily, deletions.
The easiest way to tell this story may be to begin in Jacques Martin's beginnings. His birth, verified by one of the only remaining artifacts of his life, took place on the i8"' of May, We require the absolute prohibition of the atomic weapons, arms ofterrorand the massive extermination ofpopulations.
We require the establishment of a rigorous international control to ensure the application of this measurement of prohibition. We consider that the first government who The obituary reads as follows:
"He decided it was enough when he knew that he was going to lose his reason of living: his intelligence, the ultimate edge of this intelligence was. in the final count, a feature drawn from hope, this act of clearness: to precede the night.
Perhaps he had known it was coming' Perhaps it was a recourse We at least, cannot survive to him without the tearing at this thought But which recourse' He knew for a long time, knowing its evil, that in last authority, he alone could decide to live He fought during twenty years, cold, calm, complete, precise, never weakening nor yielding, without even one word of complaint: worthy. He chose death deliberately so as not to live another death in the night of an anguish without term.
Others before him died, having lucidly risked the limits, in science or the action, and died from the effects of their freedom He was unable to choose these limits: life had enclosed him forever there, in this dreadful captivity, he made an extraordinary experiment of the intelligence: its only freedom.
Twenty years before us he saw what we start to foresee; in twenty years we will be still at his school. The thought which he left, in two sixteen year old writings. and in all his acts and matters until the end, had an edge of his death: a blade."
Moulier Boutang, 45T 6 From Jacques Martin's file in the Ecole Normale student archives. 
